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ABSTRACT
It has been demonstrated that the mask-to-mask overlay contribution can be fully characterized by off-line measurements
on the PROVE mask registration tool. This characterization includes the impact of the marks that are used for reticle
alignment inside the scanner. This is an important aspect since the scanner is blind to the features inside the image field
and intra-field adjustments are only based on measurements of the reticle alignment marks. The off-line determined
mask-to-mask overlay was compared with the measured on-wafer results and a perfect correlation (R2 > 0.96) was found.
The residual mismatch was around 0.6-nm, which is 30% of the dedicated chuck overlay performance of the scanner that
was used. These results enable feed-forward corrections to the scanner to improve the intra-field overlay performance or
to predict the intra-field overlay originating from mask writing errors (computational overlay).
We recently extended the work to the layer-to-layer overlay impact by considering the mask writing error of a wafer
alignment mark. This wafer alignment mark was exposed in the first layer. Apart from the reticle writing error of the
wafer alignment mark itself, the reticle alignment contribution performed on dedicated reticle alignment marks inside the
scanner plays an important role as well. The actual position of the selected wafer alignment mark is also impacted by the
reticle alignment model corrections at that specific field location. Only when both contributors are considered, the layerto-layer overlay can be predicted accurately. In this scenario, the layer-to-layer overlay is measured back to the layer in
which the alignment marks were defined. This is referred to as the direct alignment use-case.
In this paper, we further investigate the direct alignment use-case in relation to the layer-to-layer overlay. Apart from the
reticle writing error and the reticle alignment corrections, the actual placement of the wafer alignment mark during
exposure can also be affected by other applied corrections. We will present experimental results of the layer-to-layer
overlay as function of the applied automated process corrections on the wafer alignment mark location printed in the first
layer. It is shown that the wafer alignment sensor impact should be considered as well in the interpretation of the results.
We finally present a strategy to control these kinds of overlay errors.
Keywords: Registration Error, Overlay, Computational Overlay, Reticle, Mask, Direct wafer alignment, Wafer
alignment mark, APC, Feed-Forward

1. INTRODUCTION
Different alignment scenarios exist before exposing a wafer inside the scanner. For the first layer that is exposed, a
reticle is loaded on the reticle stage, the wafer is placed on the wafer table and brought to the expose side of the scanner.
A reticle alignment (RA) takes place based on a wafer stage fiducial to link the reticle position to the wafer stage
position. ASML has developed two types of reticle alignment methods. The oldest one is the Transmission Image Sensor
(TIS) reticle alignment. This reticle alignment is based on 4 reticle alignment marks that are placed outside the image
field. A 6-parameter linear model is used to correct for potential offsets. More recently, a Parallel ILIAS (PARIS) reticle
alignment sensor can be used as well. This type of reticle alignment enables a 12-parameter reticle correction. In addition
to the 6 linear parameters, 6 higher order polynomial correction terms can be addressed too. The PARIS sensor has been
designed to enable reticle alignment as well as capturing thermal effects like lens heating and reticle heating [1]. The first
layer exposure field typically contains a wafer alignment (WA) mark to enable wafer alignment inside the scanner for the
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subsequent layers of the device to be made. Ideally, the alignment mark is placed exactly on its designed position.
However, the actual alignment mark position can deviate from its designed position for several reasons. One of these is
the reticle itself. During the e-beam writing process, image placement errors can be made resulting in positional offsets
with respect to the ideal straight grid for all features defined on the mask. These include the reticle alignment marks
outside the image field but also the wafer alignment marks that are part of the image field. This is illustrated in Figure
1(a). In this example, we assume that the reticle writing error contribution (-∆x, 0) on the (PARIS) reticle alignment
marks is different from the wafer alignment mark (0, -∆y). Suppose that the RA marks have a common translation offset
in the negative x-direction with respect to the image field as shown in Figure 1(a). This implies that the image field is
exposed with a translation offset (∆x, 0) with respect to the grid (in red) that is defined after reticle alignment, as
illustrated in Figure 1(b). Although all first layer image fields are exposed with a translation offset (∆x, 0), it is not
detected by the wafer alignment sensor. The reason is that the wafer alignment grid is defined based on the design
coordinates of the wafer alignment mark. In this example, the wafer alignment mark location is defined at (0,0). This
means that the origin O of the coordinate system after wafer alignment coincides with the actual wafer alignment mark
location irrespective of the translation offset introduced by the reticle alignment. This is shown in Figure 1(c). What does
matter is the reticle writing error on the wafer alignment mark in the negative y-direction. Since the origin is defined at
the actual position of the wafer alignment mark, the image field center will now be at (0, ∆y) with respect to the wafer
alignment grid. The wafer alignment grid will be used as reference grid for the second layer exposure represented by the
green color in Figure 1(d). In case we assume the same reticle writing error contribution on the reticle alignment marks,
the second layer will be exposed with an offset of (∆x, 0) with respect to the wafer alignment coordinate system. The
resulting overlay between Layer 1 and 2 will be a translation penalty of (∆x, -∆y) as represented by the orange arrows in
Figure 1(d).

Figure 1: (a) The reticle writing error (RWE) with respect to the design grid on the reticle alignment marks (-∆x, 0) and the
wafer alignment mark (0, -∆y). (b) Due to the common RWE offset on the reticle alignment marks, the image field center
will be at (∆x, 0) with respect to the reticle alignment grid origin. (c) The wafer alignment grid origin (0,0) is defined at the
actual wafer alignment mark position. Consequently, the image field center will be at (0, ∆y). (d) The second layer image
field (in green) is exposed with an offset of (∆x, 0) with respect to the wafer alignment grid origin. This is due to the RWE
impact on the reticle alignment marks (like shown in (b)). The resulting layer-to-layer overlay (∆x, -∆y) is shown by the
orange arrows.

All the displacement and resulting overlay errors described above can be predicted very well based on off-line mask
registration measurements in combination with the appropriate reticle alignment model (TIS or PARIS) as we have
demonstrated in an earlier publication [2].
In the present work, we consider the reticle writing error contribution impact on the intra-field overlay performance as
the baseline of the experiment. The baseline overlay performance is represented by 4 reference wafers. The goal of this
paper is to extend the previous work by considering the overlay impact as a result of applying additional intra-field
exposure corrections to the layer in which the wafer alignment marks are defined. In order to isolate the impact of the
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applied intra-field exposure corrections, the baseline overlay performance of the reference wafers is removed from the
wafers that received additional exposure corrections. The role of the scanner wafer alignment sensor is considered as
well. We will show that the resulting overlay penalties can easily be predicted and corrected by applying appropriate
intra-field exposure corrections during the second layer exposure.
We only consider the use-case for which the overlay is controlled to the layer in which the alignment marks are defined.
This is referred to as the direct alignment scheme. The reason is that the wafer alignment mark positions in Layer 1 are
directly impacted by the applied intra-field exposure corrections. The applied intra-field exposure corrections for Layer 1
are systematically varied and the impact on the layer-to-layer overlay is considered. We also show the impact of the
Layer 2 intra-field exposure corrections on overlay.
Since the scanner intra-field correction capability keeps on growing over the years, we would like to create more insight
and awareness on what happens if the applied corrections are incorrect, instable, or noisy. Most of the time, the
corrections are determined by the Manufacturing Execution System and based on overlay measurements of previously
exposed lots. The actual applied corrections might be different from the optimal corrections for a given lot.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
2.1 Mask details
In order to isolate the impact of the applied intra-field exposure corrections, we make use of one of the masks that was
used in the previous studies. This mask was manufactured on an (older generation) e-beam writing tool, the EBM-5000
[3] and is not equipped with a pellicle.
The mask used is a so-called BMMO (Baseliner Matched Machine Overlay) mask and its layout is shown in Figure 2.
The mask contains metrology modules in a (13  19) layout within the image field. One module is shown in an expanded
view. It contains a wafer alignment mark (XPA) that can be read out by the alignment sensor inside the scanner. This
makes this mask unique in the sense that all the (13  19) positions can be determined with respect to the scanner
reference grid.

Figure 2: Layout of the mask that was used in this experiment. The image field contains metrology modules in a 1319
layout. Each module contains an XPA wafer alignment mark that can be read by the scanner alignment sensor. PARIS
reticle alignment marks (27) at both ends of the mask were used to align the reticle.

The same mask can also be used to expose the second layer and extract overlay information. This is done by exposing
the mask with a shift of +520-µm in the y-direction with respect to the first layer exposure. By measuring the distance
between the two XPA’s and subtracting 520-µm, the overlay is obtained. By using the same mask for both Layer 1 and
2, the RWE contribution for the each individual XPA drops out. This enables us to isolate and quantify the impact of the
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applied intra-field exposure corrections on the measured overlay in a very clean way. Throughout this work, the XPA
wafer alignment mark defined at field coordinates (0, -5.406)-mm is used for wafer alignment when the second layer is
exposed.

2.2 Exposure sequence
All experiments in the present work were executed on an ASML NXT:1970Ci (≤ 2-nm single machine overlay,
dedicated chuck, full wafer coverage). PARIS reticle alignment was used for all exposures.
We make use of two lots (A & B); each lot contains 22 wafers. All wafers are coated with photoresist and three layers are
exposed sequentially using the mask described in the previous section. The resist was not developed after the zero- and
first-layer exposures. Latent alignment mark images were used for wafer alignment. The following corrections are
applied for the three layers exposed:
•

Zero layer: 4 fields with a -520-µm shift in the y-direction are exposed at the top-, bottom-, left-, and right-hand
side of the wafer. The XPA in the center of the mask (0,0), now with a -520-µm shift in the y-direction, is used
for wafer alignment when exposing the first layer.

•

First layer: All fields on the wafer are exposed with a 0-µm shift. Wafer alignment is performed on the 4 center
XPA alignment marks that were defined in the zero layer. Intra-field exposure corrections are applied while
exposing the first layer for both lots. For the first 11 wafers, translation offsets in the y-direction (Ty) are
applied, and for the subsequent 11 wafers the field magnification in the y-direction (My) is varied systematically.
The XPA alignment mark located at (0, -5.406)-mm, is used for wafer alignment when exposing the second
layer. The exposure corrections that are applied in the first layer have an impact on the alignment mark position.

•

Second layer: All fields on the wafer are exposed with the BMMO mask but now with a +520-µm shift. For lot
A, no corrections are applied during the second layer exposure. For lot B, Ty corrections for the first 11 wafers
and Ty and My corrections are applied for the second 11 wafers. More details will be presented in the next
chapter.

After exposing the second layer for all wafers, the photoresist was developed, and the overlay was measured as described
in section 2.1. In order to reduce the measurement time, a (7  7) layout was chosen. Wafer 6 and wafer 17 in both lots
are used as reference wafers. No exposure corrections were applied for these wafers. The overlay measured on these
wafers is used to correct the remaining wafers to isolate the effect of the applied exposure corrections. The overlay
measured on the reference wafers was already shown and explained in reference [2].

3. RESULTS
3.1 First layer exposure corrections
In order to keep it relatively simple and comprehensive, we applied two types of exposure corrections, namely
Translation y (Ty) and a field Magnification in y (My). While Ty affects all points inside the field equally, this is not the
case for My. In the latter case each point inside the field with field coordinates (xF, yF) will be (xF, yF + ∆yF) after
correction. The difference ∆yF is determined by ∆yF = My∙yF. Although we only discuss the results after My correction, a
similar story can be made for intra-field rotation and/or any other higher order intra-field polynomial correction term. In
this sense, the findings presented here are more generically applicable. The exposure corrections are applied via the
process correction option in lot operations. This means that each individual wafer is treated as an individual lot for which
a unique set of process corrections is applied. In this section, we show the overlay results for lot A. For this lot, exposure
corrections are only applied during the first layer exposure. All exposure corrections during the second layer exposure
are set to zero. A summary of the applied corrections is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Applied exposure corrections for lot A. This lot is targeted to demonstrate the impact of exposure corrections for
Layer 1 only. In this layer, an alignment mark is defined at field coordinates (xF, yF) = (0, -5.406)-mm that experiences the
applied offsets. This alignment mark is used for wafer alignment when the second layer is exposed.

Lot A contains two times 11 wafers. For the first set of 11 wafers, Ty offsets ranging from -10-nm to +10-nm with steps
of 2-nm were applied in Layer 1. For the second set of wafers, My was varied systematically. The My values were chosen
such that at the field location (0, -5.406)-mm the offsets vary from -10-nm to +10-nm with steps of 2-nm similar to the
translation offsets. At (0, -5.406)-mm the wafer alignment mark is defined that is used to expose the second layer.
Wafers 6 & 17 act as reference wafers. No exposure corrections are applied for Layer 1 and Layer 2. The overlay
measured on these wafers is removed from the measured overlay on the wafers that received the exposure corrections.
In Figure 3 we show the measured intra-field overlay results for the first 11 wafers in lot A. Examples of averaged intrafield overlay performance are shown for wafers 3 (Ty = -6-nm) and 9 (Ty = +6-nm). These intra-field overlay plots are
corrected with the intra-field overlay performance of reference wafer 6. The 6-parameter modelled overlay results
expressed in the maximum overlay per field per parameter are shown in the bar plot on the right-hand-side of the figure.
What is immediately clear from the results is that the applied Ty offsets in Layer 1 have no impact on the measured
overlay. The measured overlay remains well within the overlay specification of the scanner that was used in this
experiment. The results can be understood by considering the role of the wafer alignment sensor inside the scanner. The
design location (0, -5.406)-mm is assigned to the wafer alignment mark location irrespective of the applied Ty offsets in
the first layer. In this respect, the applied Ty offsets resemble the wafer placement variations when the wafer is placed on
the wafer table.

Figure 3: As an example, the intra-field overlay performance for wafers 3 & 9 is shown. These wafers received a Ty
translation offset in Layer 1 of -6-nm and +6-nm, respectively. There is no impact on the measured overlay. The same is true
for all the other wafers. A summary of all the 11 wafers is shown in the bar plot on the right-hand side of the figure. In order
to compare the overlay impact, the maximum overlay inside the field per modelled parameter is presented. All results are
obtained after overlay correction measured on reference wafer 6.
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In Figure 4 we show the measured intra-field overlay results for the second set of 11 wafers in lot A. In analogy with
what was shown in Figure 3, wafers 14 & 20 have been selected to show the intra-field overlay performance. For these
wafers, My corrections of +1.1 ppm and -1.1 ppm were applied when Layer 1 was exposed. These intra-field overlay
plots are corrected with the intra-field overlay performance that was measured on reference wafer 17.

Figure 4: As an example, the intra-field overlay performance for wafers 14 & 20 is shown. These wafers received a My
offset in Layer 1 of +1.1 ppm and -1.1 ppm, respectively. The measured intra-field overlay shows both a Ty and an My
signature. The same is observed for all the other wafers. A summary of wafers 12 to 22 is shown in the bar plot on the righthand side of the figure. In order to compare the overlay impact, the maximum overlay inside the field per modelled
parameter is presented. A negative scaling is represented by a negative maximum overlay number. All results are obtained
after correction with reference wafer 17.

Interestingly, the resulting intra-field overlay performance does not only show the applied My correction with a negative
sign, but also contains a Ty component. The Ty component scales with the applied My values in Layer 1. To be more
specific Ty = My∙yF, where yF = -5.406-mm. This coincides with the design location of the wafer alignment mark in Layer
1 that is used for wafer alignment before exposing Layer 2. The observed Ty component is a direct consequence of the
fact that the wafer alignment mark that is used for exposing Layer 2 is fixed and defined at (xF, yF) = (0, -5.406)-mm. In
fact, the field y-coordinate is not fixed for this set of wafers. It changes with ∆yF = My∙yF per applied My offset in Layer 1.
In case the field coordinates of the wafer alignment mark would have been updated with ∆yF, the Ty component in the
measured overlay would not have been present anymore. An alternative would be to utilize this knowledge and apply
dedicated Ty and My corrections during Layer 2 exposure. We will demonstrate this in section 3.2.

3.2 Second layer exposure corrections
In this section, we show the overlay impact of applying exposure corrections when Layer 2 is exposed. A dedicated lot
containing 2 times 11 wafers was assigned for this purpose. We refer to this lot as lot B. The exposure corrections that
were applied when Layer 1 was exposed are identical to what was done for lot A. For the first 11 wafers, we just copied
the applied Ty corrections from Layer 1 and apply it at Layer 2 as well. This was done to illustrate what happens if
exposure corrections are naïvely copied from one litho layer to the next layer without considering the wafer alignment
scheme. For the second set of 11 wafers in lot B, we consider the location of the wafer alignment mark in Layer 1 and
how it was impacted by the Layer 1 exposure corrections. Since this wafer alignment mark is defined in Layer 1 to which
the overlay is measured, the applied process corrections in Layer 1 also change the exact location where the alignment
mark can be found by the scanner alignment sensor. We know that by applying an My exposure correction in Layer 1, the
wafer alignment mark at field coordinates (xF, yF) = (0, -5.406)-mm, will be displaced by My∙yF. We therefore not only
apply the same My correction in Layer 2 as in Layer 1, but also introduce a Ty correction that is equal to -My∙yF. A
summary of all applied exposure corrections for lot B is presented in table 2. Wafers 6 & 17 act as reference wafers
again. No exposure corrections are applied for these wafers at the time when Layer 1 and 2 were exposed.
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Table 2: Applied exposure corrections for lot B. This lot is targeted to demonstrate the impact of exposure corrections for
Layer 2. The applied exposure corrections for Layer 1 are exactly the same as was done for lot A.

In Figure 5 we show the measured intra-field overlay results for the first 11 wafers in lot B. Examples of the averaged
intra-field overlay performance are shown for wafers 3 (Ty = -6-nm) and 9 (Ty = +6-nm). In order to isolate the effect of
the applied exposure corrections, the intra-field overlay plots shown are corrected with the intra-field overlay
performance of reference wafer 6. A clear translation Ty overlay penalty can be observed, which is a direct result from
the dialed in Ty exposure correction for Layer 2. We would like to emphasize that for the direct wafer alignment use-case
as presented in this work the Ty corrections for Layer 1 do not cancel out the Ty corrections for Layer 2. This is due to the
fact that the alignment sensor inside the scanner is unware of the applied Ty corrections in Layer 1, as we already showed
in Figure 3. In principle, the awareness can easily be created by dynamically updating the alignment mark field
coordinates in the exposure job based on the exposure correction parameters. In case we would have updated the
alignment mark field position with the applied Ty offsets in Layer 1, the translation overlay penalties in Figure 5 would
have disappeared.

Figure 5: As an example, the intra-field overlay performance for wafers 3 & 9 is shown. These wafers received Ty translation
offsets of -6-nm and +6-nm for both Layer 1 and 2, respectively. The Ty offset applied during the second layer exposure
directly affects the measured overlay. The same observation can be made for all the other wafers as summarized in the bar
plot on the right-hand side of the figure. In order to compare the overlay impact, the maximum overlay inside the field per
modelled parameter is presented. All results are obtained after correction with reference wafer 6.

In Figure 6 we show the measured intra-field overlay results for the second set of 11 wafers in lot B. The exposure
corrections that are assigned to these wafers when Layer 2 is exposed are based on the exposure corrections applied in
Layer 1. This means that in addition to an My correction, a Ty correction based on the location of the wafer alignment
mark in Layer 1 is also required. Only when both correction terms are applied, the resulting intra-field overlay
performance is minimized. Figure 6 shows two intra-field overlay plots for wafer 14 & 20 as examples. The maximum
overlay per modelled parameter of all wafers is shown in the bar plot on the right-hand side. It basically shows that if the
field coordinates of the wafer alignment mark that is used in Layer 1 are known, the displacement at that specific field
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location can be calculated and implemented as an overlay translation correction in Layer 2. Although we only considered
an My correction term during Layer 1 exposure, the same holds true for Rx and Ry and all higher order polynomial intrafield exposure correction terms. These results confirm that copying the applied exposure corrections in Layer 1 to Layer
2 to prevent overlay penalties does not work for the direct wafer alignment use-case. A translation correction is required
as well. An alternative would be to update the field coordinates of the alignment mark that is used based on the
corrections applied in Layer 1. In that case, copying the applied My for Layer 1 to Layer 2 would not have had an overlay
impact.

Figure 6: As an example, the intra-field overlay performance for wafers 14 & 20 is shown. These wafers received a My
offset in Layer 1 of +1.1 ppm and -1.1 ppm, respectively. The measured intra-field overlay shows contains both a Ty and an
My signature. The same is observed for all the other wafers. A summary of wafers 12 to 22 is shown in the bar plot on the
right-hand side of the figure. In order to compare the overlay impact, the maximum overlay inside the field per modelled
parameter is presented. All results are obtained after correction with reference wafer 17.

4. DISCUSSION
In the past few years, we have spent quite some effort to correlate the mask-to-mask overlay as measured on the
PROVE® [4,5] with the on-wafer measured overlay [6]. The correlation turned out to be excellent enabling us to use offline mask registration measurements to predict what will be measured on wafer. Initially, the focus was mainly on the
mask-to-mask overlay performance [7]. However, it is important to realize that also the wafer alignment marks are
exposed together with the product image. They are typically defined in the scribe lines in between the active dies and are
also susceptible to reticle writing errors. We decided to extend the work by including the impact of reticle writing errors
on the wafer alignment mark and the layer-to-layer overlay. The static contribution was already addressed earlier [2], the
present publication addresses the dynamic contribution.
The accuracy of the placement of the alignment mark on the wafer is important when considering the layer-to-layer
overlay. First of all, the wafer alignment mark can have a reticle writing error itself. This will cause a deviation from the
designed position. In addition, the reticle alignment marks also have writing errors. Since these marks are measured by
the scanner, the reticle writing errors on these marks will result in field location dependent offsets. These offsets depend
on the number of reticle alignment marks as well as the reticle alignment model that is used. As a result, the wafer
alignment mark position gets an additional offset after reticle alignment. The sum of the two contributors makes the
actual alignment mark position deviate from its design position.
The wafer alignment marks locations as defined in the exposure job are based on their design coordinates. In case a
wafer alignment mark is used for wafer alignment to expose the next layer, the delta between the actual position and the
designed position directly ends up as a translational overlay error. This type of errors can be predicted (and hence
prevented) by the off-line registration measurements on the PROVE® as we demonstrated in an earlier publication this
year [2]. These errors are static by nature and can in principle be eliminated by an exposure correction in the subsequent
layer. However, it would be more elegant to apply exposure corrections during the first critical mask exposure to bring
the actual positions as close as possible to the design positions. The first (critical) mask exposure is quite unique in this
context since all subsequent layers are referenced back to this layer. An off-line dense mask registration measurement on
the PROVE® enables this functionality and is therefore recommended.
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Besides the corrections made after reticle alignment, many other additional intra-field corrections can be present as well.
They can originate from reticle heating, lens heating, wafer heating, pellicle effects, scanner stability/matching, etc.
Applications have been developed to reduce the displacement penalties that are introduced by these error sources. If
these applications are not used or if the displacement errors are not fully corrected, the residual errors at the wafer
alignment mark locations result in additional translation (overlay) penalties.
Intra-field corrections can also come from outside the scanner. They are often automatically generated by the fab
automation system and referred to as automated process corrections (APC). These corrections are based on overlay
measurements of earlier exposed lots. In the past, a 6-parameter (linear) intra-field correction model was sufficient to
bring the measured overlay within specification. Today, the correction potential per field can be up to 38-parameters.
The overall goal of applying process corrections is to minimize the overlay between the layer that is being exposed with
respect to a reference layer. In case the layer that is being exposed contains a wafer alignment mark that will be used in
the subsequent layers, the (variations in the) applied corrections will result in an additional overlay translation variation
in the subsequent layers. These overlay errors can easily be prevented. Since the applied exposure corrections in the first
layer are known, the field coordinates of the alignment mark can in principle be updated with this knowledge.
Alternatively, and more common, the exposure corrections for the subsequent layers can be pre-determined and applied
during the subsequent layer exposure.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the wafer alignment mark placement accuracy impact on the layer-to-layer overlay
performance. The wafer alignment mark is defined in the same layer to which the overlay is measured. The actual
position of the wafer alignment mark is impacted by both the reticle writing error contribution on the mark itself and on
the reticle alignment marks via the reticle alignment model. The delta between the actual position and the design position
results in a translation penalty in the measured overlay. This contribution is understood, as was demonstrated in an
earlier publication. In this work we have captured this overlay contribution by making use of reference wafers for which
no additional exposure corrections are applied. The overlay measured on the reference wafers has been removed from the
wafers that received an exposure correction. This enables a clean study on the impact of additional intra-field corrections
on the wafer alignment mark accuracy and the impact on the layer-to-layer overlay.
In the current investigation, we have studied the overlay impact after applying exposure corrections to the (first) layer in
which the wafer alignment mark is defined. These exposure corrections change the field coordinates of the wafer
alignment marks in Layer 1, resulting in translation penalties in the layer-to-layer overlay. We conclude that these
overlay penalties can be predicted very well since the applied first layer exposure corrections are known. This also
means that we can control the resulting translation penalties very well by applying appropriate translation corrections
when exposing Layer 2. An alternative would be to update the field coordinates of the wafer alignment mark based on
the applied exposure correction. Although the end overlay performance would be the same, it would enable easy copying
of the applied exposure (or process) corrections from one layer to the next.
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